Auditory steady-state responses (ASSR) to sinusoidal amplitude-modulated (SAM) tones or to repeated clicks presented at rates between 10 and 70 Hz have been recorded since the 1980ʼs and some of the important studies are reviewed here. First, the basic methods of elicitation and measurement of ASSRs are presented, and studies on localization of ASSRs and elucidation of the generation mechanisms are reviewed. The amplitude and phase of ASSRs as functions of stimulation parameters are then reviewed. The effects of attention have also been studied and their implications for online ASSR-based brain-computer interface system are mentioned. Finally, possible applications of ASSRs for clinical use and for brain function studies are introduced. ASSRs provide a useful tool both for basic auditory studies and clinical uses such as audiometry.
Introduction
Cerebral evoked responses measured either electrically (EEG ; electroencephalogram) or magnetically (MEG ; magnetoencephalogram) can be classified broadly into transient and steady-state responses depending on the time course of auditory stimulation. Responses evoked by auditory stimuli that are presented at inter-stimulus intervals long enough to allow intervening activity to subside are called auditory transient-evoked responses or potentials (AEPs) ( Fig. 1 ( a ) ) z1] . On the other hand, when the inter-stimulus interval is short such that successive responses begin to overlap, a complex superimposed response is generated zFig. 1( b )]. This response is referred to as an auditory steady-state response (ASSR) z2] . ASSRs are typically evoked by amplitudemodulated (AM) / frequency-modulated (FM) tonal stimuli z3] or by repeated short tone bursts or clicks.
Since the early 1980s, ASSRs have been extensively investigated and the results have shown that they are important targets of investigation. In particular, ASSRs to sinusoidal amplitude-modulated (SAM) tones have been studied by many groups. The SAM tone is a continuous tone with carrier frequency of 250 to 4000 Hz that is amplitude-modulated at a frequency of below 10 to over 100 Hz. The power spectrum of the stimulus shows the primary power at the carrier frequency and two sidebands separated from the carrier by the modulation frequency. Maximum responses are usually obtained when the modulation frequency (for SAM) or click repetition rate are around 40/s z1, 2, 4, 5].
EEG and MEG have advantages over positron emission tomography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in that the detected signal directly reflects real-time information associated with the activity of neurons. Neural activation induces an electric current that generates electric and magnetic fields measured as EEG and MEG, respectively. MEG is most sensitive to tangentially oriented currents that are located close to the sensors, i.e., in the cortex, whereas EEG is sensitive to signals from neural sources in any orientation and potentially can reach deeper structures. In practice, though, the high sensitivity of MEG for shallow tangential currents is a great asset for source localization, as it markedly simplifies the ʻ inverse problemʼ, i.e., estimation of the current sources from measured electromagnetic fields. The present authors have been investigating the properties and generation mechanisms of ASSRs in MEG z6-12|. The present article is a summary of the findings of those basic studies using MEG. This article also includes important clinical investigations of ASSR, which were mostly studied with EEG. In section 2, basic methods of eliciting and measuring ASSRs are outlined. Section 3 describes the proposed basic neurophysiology of ASSRs. In section 4, we review important properties of ASSRs elucidated by varying stimulation parameters. Section 5 describes possible applications of ASSRs in clinical use and in brain function research.
Elicitation and Measurement

Auditory stimulation
To elicit ASSR, SAM tones are frequently used as a stimulus ( Fig. 2( a ) ). The SAM waveform y(t) is given by yt=asin 2πf t⋅1−mcos 2πf t, ( 1 ) where a controls the amplitude of the signal, fc is the carrier frequency, and f m is the modulation frequency. The last term describes the signalʼs envelope. The modulation depth m is equal to the (ymax −ymin)/(ymax +ymin) ratio, where ymax and ymin are the maximum and minimum, respectively, of the waveformʼs envelope. The modulation depth ranges from 0 to 1.
In some studies, optimized chirp stimuli were used as stimulus to elicit the ASSR z6, 7| . It consisted of Dauʼ s chirps z13| each lasting 10 ms, repeated at 40 times/s (Fig. 2( b ) ). Dauʼs chirpz13| was designed to produce simultaneous displacement maxima along the basilar membrane by compensating for frequency-dependent traveling time differences in click stimuli. The chirps were also used with the expectation that they might fit the purpose of inducing synchronization in ASSRs better than SAM or repeated clicks. The chirps have broader frequency band (100 Hz-10 kHz) and may therefore result in larger amplitude. The chirps are considered to drive frequency-specific point on the basilar membrane 40 times/s synchronously, which may provide research applications different from those of SAM.
Data analysis
Because ASSRs are periodic, they have a relatively simple frequency-domain representation and are most often and conveniently analyzed by discrete Fourier transform (DFT). The value of squared absolute DFT at the modulation frequency shows how strongly the neurons are entrained by the beating of stimulus. The phase of the ASSR shows the lag between the envelopes of the SAM stimulus and the elicited ASSR. The phase is not directly transformed to delay because it is indeterminate up to integer multiples of 2π．John and Pictonz14| devised a simple method to unwrap and convert the phase into delay.
To quantify the degree of synchronization in ASSRs, our groupz8|and other researchers have used the phase coherence that is defined by
where φ is the random phase of the fm component and E denotes the mean. It can be estimated by :
where X(ω) and Y(ω) are the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of the DFT of the relevant ASSR signal with angular frequency ω=2πfm, and N is the number of epochs to be analyzed. The power of the fm component is estimated by
In other analysis, a magnitude-squared coherence analysis has been used to quantify the degree of coherence between the input SAM and the output ASSRz15|.
Mechanisms of ASSR
Source location
Auditory evoked responses (transient response and ASSR) are larger in the hemisphere contralateral to the stimulated ear. In addition, larger contralateral evoked 40-Hz magnetic ASSR and more sustained fields in the right hemisphere than in the left were shown in response to trains of clicks z16| and to SAM tone stimuli z17|.
Subcortical origins of the ASSR at the thalamus and brainstem have been suggested based on scalp EEG recording using cross-modal stimulationz18|, intracranial recording of auditory responses z19|, and in patient study of scalp ASSR z20|. The ASSRs recorded in MEG, on the other hand, have shown generators in the auditory cortex, which have been used to characterize frequency-specific organization of neural activity in the auditory cortex called tonotopic representationz4, 21|. Localization of the source of magnetic ASSR by superimposing on anatomical magnetic resonance images z22-24| has consistently indicated a single dipole in the primary auditory cortex, which is located in the medial part of Heschlʼs gyrus in the superior temporal planez12, 25-27| (Fig. 3) . The localized cortical sources of ASSRs are tonotopically organized with the carrier frequency. This tonotopic organization is most pronounced in the mediolateral direction (i.e., the Advanced Biomedical Engineering. Vol. 2, 2013. studied the phase synchronization behavior of ASSRs to optimal chirp tones. They speculated that synchronization of an ongoing 40-Hz component (gamma component) in MEG is at least partly responsible for the ASSR, although superposition of middle latency response to each cycle of the stimulus cannot be excluded z6] . Recently, they observed a stochastic resonance effect of white noise on ASSR by presenting bursts of SAM tones superimposed with white noise. This finding indicates the presence of some nonlinear mechanism in the generation of ASSRz8-11], which may cause synchronization. It should be noted, however, that these two hypotheses are not mutually exclusive.
Generation mechanisms
Behaviors of ASSR
Both EEG and MEG studies have revealed various properties of ASSR, including generation mechanisms, on the effects of stimulus parameters such as sound intensity, modulation frequency, and carrier frequency. 31] . The saturation level depends also on stimulus waveforms. Habituation of the auditory system is assumed to be the cause of saturationz5]. On the other hand, studies using weaker stimuli have shown that SAM tones at 5 to 20 dB SL are required for the ASSR. This sound level can be interpreted as the threshold for elicitation of ASSR. In most of these reports, conventional signal averaging was employed, and ASSR thresholds were generally found within 15 dB of behavioral thresholds. Figure 4 shows the correlation between ASSR and behavioral audiometric thresholds adapted from Vander Werff and Brownz32]. The difference between hearing threshold and ASSR threshold in most of the studies ranged from 5 to 10 dB at 1, 2 and 4 kHz. The largest differences between ASSR and behavioral thresholds were found at 500 Hz. The responses to lower frequencies are attenuated because of jitter during the transmission between the cochlear receptors and the neural generators of the ASSR. A jitter of about 1 ms would desynchronize the neurons generating the responses and decrease the amplitude of the recorded signals. A jitter of this magnitude could be caused by a wide area of activation in the basilar membranez33]. Background acoustic noise levels are also usually larger at lower frequencies than at higher frequencies.
Effects of stimulus parameters
The amplitude of ASSR in MEG increases linearly with logarithm of (dB) of stimulus intensity z5], in the same manner as the long-latency evoked responses of N1/N1mz34], where N1m is the magnetic counterpart of the N1 evoked potential. N1m amplitude also increases linearly with logarithm of stimulus intensity. The amplitude of ASSR also depends on the carrier frequency and decreases 2 to 3 folds when the carrier frequency increases from 250 to 4000 Hz z5] while the stimulus intensity is maintained at the same SL. This cannot be explained by tonotopy of the source organization, because the increase in depth of the source for 250 and 4000 Hz is approximately 5 mm, which can account only for a factor Keita of approximately 1.3z5].
The relationship between the SAM amplitude and ASSR amplitude may reflect the human loudness perception. Note that equal sensation level (see footnote 1) does not mean equal ʻloudnessʼ to a subject. It is expected that the variation in ASSR amplitude with frequency is different under equal loudness condition. When the stimulus amplitude is adjusted so as to achieve equal loudness between 440 and 990 Hz, the ASSR amplitude stays constant z12] . Further investigations using a wider carrier frequency range are required.
Ross et al. z35] investigated how 40-Hz ASSR is modified when a second AM stimulus at a different carrier frequency is simultaneously presented. Their result may be important for the use of multiple ASSRs in audiometry. It may also provide a useful tool for the study of temporal and frequency processing in the auditory system.
The phase of ASSR does not change significantly when modulation depth is changed between 25 and 100％ z36] . Kuwada et al. z30] reported that for 1 kHz tone modulated at 50 Hz and presented at 60 dB HL (67 dB SPL), the phase lag decreased from 0.58 cycles at 11％ modulation depth to 0.45 cycles at 81％ modulation depth.
The phase of ASSR does change with carrier frequency. Ross et al. z5] reported a phase difference corresponding to a delay of 6.4 ms when carrier frequency increased from 250 to 4000 Hz. John and Picton z14] reported a delay of 4.5 ms between carrier frequencies of 750 and 6000 Hz for EEG ASSR. These delays are associated with the difference in arrival time of the traveling waves on the basilar membrane as well as the delays involved in upper levels.
Effects of attention
As to be described below, 40-Hz ASSR amplitude is diminished during sleep. However, previous reports on the effects of attention are controversial ; some authors reported enhancement of ASSRs with increasing attention to stimulusz37, 38] while others found no effects of attentionz39, 40]. A probable reason for the discrepancy is that arousal and attention could not be clearly separated in these experiments. Müller et al. z41] found complex effects of attention on the ASSR in the left hemisphere at 20-Hz modulation, and noted that contralateral activation was enhanced while ipsilateral activation was reduced.
The ASSR amplitude was enhanced when subjects paid attention to a task, but attention had no detectable effects on ASSR phasez42]. Meanwhile, Lopez et al. z43] investigated whether the ASSR was modulated by selective auditory attention to a specific sound stream and discussed the possibility of using the ASSR as a braincomputer interface (BCI). possibility of realizing a totally vision-free BCI system through selective attention to specific sound source.
Applications
Clinical applications
Deterioration of early hearing loss in infants and children has been shown to be ameliorated by auditory intervention within 6 months after birth z45|. Since then, the appropriate age for cochlear implantation has been lowered. Obtaining early, precise, and objective hearing information for young subjects to guide cochlear implant and other treatment decisions is therefore becoming increasingly importantz46|. Auditory brainstem response (ABR) has been used widely as an objective method for testing hearing ability. However, because ABR measurement employs tone bursts of short duration at a wide range of frequencies for efficient stimulation, it provides limited information on the subjectʼs deficient frequency z47|. The 80-Hz ASSR in EEG has attracted attention as an alternative tool. Aoyagi reportedz46| that ASSR to 80 Hz modulated SAM tone behaved differently from the 40-Hz ASSR in sleeping adults ; while the 40-Hz ASSR amplitude decreased compared to the awake state, the 80-Hz ASSR standing out against the decreased ongoing (background) activities. Infants showed 80-Hz ASSR activities during sleep, but no 40-Hz ASSR componentsz48| (Fig. 5) . 40-Hz ASSRs are difficult to measure in infants and childrenz46, 49|. In fact, infants show no consistent amplitude peak in ASSR evoked by tone bursts modulated at any frequency between 9 and 59 Hz z46, 50| . Moreover, sedation is necessary to obtain reliable ASSR in infants and children. The 80-Hz ASSR thus has become a promising tool of audiometry for infants and childrenz2|, in the same manner as the 40-Hz ASSR for adults. The final goal of electrical response audiometry would be to obtain accurate frequency-specific hearing patterns in infants, young children, and mentally retarded patients, in whom standard behavioral audiometric examination cannot be conducted. Several investigators have reported significant correlations between ASSR thresholds and behavioral audiometric thresholds in individuals with varying degrees of hearing loss. Although these results appear promising, it is difficult to draw definitive conclusions through comparison across studies because the parameters used in data collection and analysis varied widely. The ASSR was evoked using a single-frequency stimulus in some studies, z46, 51, 52|, whereas ASSR was evoked using simultaneously presented multiple-frequency stimuli in other studiesz33, 53|. Many studies evaluated the efficacy of ASSR as a threshold estimation tool in adults or older children rather than infants z33, 46, 53| . Some studies used simple amplitude modulationz33, 46, 51, 53|. To date, no consensus has been reached regarding the optimal protocol for stimulation, recording, and analysis of the ASSR. The potential advantages of ASSR, including better frequency specificity and higher output levels, as a result of using continuous rather than transient stimuli warrant further investigations in the pediatric population. In addition, the objective nature of response determination makes ASSR an attractive tool in the clinical setting.
Some studies on ASSR in tinnitus patients used single AM tones as stimuli, and observed increased ASSR amplitudes in tinnitus patients compared with healthy controls and relatively increased ASSR amplitudes for tones with carrier frequencies in the vicinity of the tinnitus frequencyz54, 55|. Diesch et al. z55| described the relationship of tinnitus to auditory cortex hyperexcitability as probably due to loss of lateral inhibition, and its independence of hearing loss.
Brain functions
Transient evoked responses, namely N1/N1m and their related components in EEG and MEG, are one of the most popular subjects of investigation for brain functions in many sensory modalities. Recently ASSR also has become a promising tool for research of brain functions. A few examples are introduced here.
Patel and Balaban z56| reported that pitch recognition, crucial to music perception, is related to the phase dynamics of the right hemispheric ASSR to AM complex tones consisting of several pure tones such that the Keita missing fundamental can be heard by many subjects tested z56] . People who hear the missing fundamental show ASSR phase dynamic behaviorsdifferent from those who do not hear it. Their results, however, do not resolve the dispute between spectral and temporal pitch extraction models. They also investigated the phase change of ASSR when subjects hear AM musical scales spanning 2 octaves z57], which they called ʻphase trackingʼ and evaluated its quality by the correlation between the phase change and the carrier frequency change. They observed, for example, that the difference in ASSR phase for the highest and lowest carrier frequencies, when converted to latency, is larger than the arrival time of the traveling waves on the basilar membranez56]. Wong and Stapellsz58]investigated the site of binaural masking level difference (BMLD) by superimposing a 500 Hz tone amplitude-modulated at 7 (or 13) and 80 Hz on band-limited white noise. The BMLD is the decrease in threshold of hearing the tone by 8-10 dB when the tone is presented to both ears with its phase reversed, compared to the monaural condition. Their results of ASSR measurements in MEG suggest that BMLD is not generated in the brainstem, because 7 (or 13) -Hz ASSR showed BMLD whereas 80-Hz ASSR (assumed to occur in the brainstem) did notz58]. The different effects on the 7 (or 13)-and 80-Hz ASSR are probably related to the differences in sources, because the 7 (or 13) -Hz ASSR contains more components from the upper auditory pathway that are affected by contralateral masking, whereas the 80-Hz ASSR contains more components from the brainstemz59].
Conclusion
In short, the advantage of ASSR investigation is attributed to the single fact that when a 440-Hz tone amplitudemodulated at 40 Hz is heard, for example, the 40-Hz component in the auditory evoked response can be traced back to the hair cells on the basilar membrane that is responsible for reception of the 440-Hz sound wave (although the hair cell output cannot be recovered). This fact has been the ground for the neuroscientific approaches that characterize ASSR studies. Some of these approaches have been introduced in the present paper. The possible clinical applications of ASSR are also based on the above simple fact. When looking at ASSRs, one should imagine impulses flowing up the auditory system to the cortex, and novel ideas for experiments may flash to the mind.
